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Editorial

Celebration of the 1st Sunday of April in Tijuana, Mexico

It is always such a pleasure for me prepare this
newsletter and illustrate how we, Raelians,
change the world, one little action at a time.
What could appear as a small local action
actually multiply when we all do it together
like we did for the Clitoris Awareness Week,
the Paradism Day and will do on the upcoming
Swastika Rehabilitation and Gotopless Days.
Our impact cannot be denied anymore and
it is fascinating to realize how connected we
stand in our actions, in our motivation and in
our desire to share the love of the Elohim to
all... and to have fun!

I am very happy to be with you today. It is a special day, it is the first time I am
doing transmissions in Mexico and this is a beautiful place.

There is another group of people on earth
who are also giving us a big hand regularly
and whom we love to refer to... the millions
of scientists out there trying to understand the
complexity of life and the universe with their
sophisticated tools and advanced knowledge which we know are so primitive compared to
the Elohim’s knowledge.
Last week, one such group led by Laura
Mersini-Houghton, theoretical physicist at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, reported anomalies in the distribution of
the radiation in the universe, anomalies that
cannot be explained by current understanding
of physics. In 2005, she already predicted
that anomalies in radiation existed and were
caused by the pull from other universes. Her
latest analyses of the Plank data confirmed that
these anomalies were indeedcaused by other
universes pulling on our universe.
This is the first ‘hard evidence’ that other
universes exist and also the first time that
several scientists feel free to say that there could
be an infinite number of universes outside of
our own.
Let’s not be shy with the precious information
the Elohim gave us in their Messages. Our
understanding of the Infinite structure of the
Universe and life deserves to be shared at large
and we will have the perfect opportunity for
that on Swastika Day.
Let’s all have fun on July 20 and display our
symbol and its meaning absolutely everywhere
:-)
With love,!
bb

I don’t have a lot of things to say, simply congratulations for continuing to spread
the beautiful message of the Elohim, trying to make this planet more peaceful, more
beautiful with a beautiful future.
Don’t forget that each of you, each of you has something to do and can make a
difference.
Whoever you are, whatever your level in this society, poor or rich, intelligent or
not so intelligent, it doesn’t matter.
You all have something to do to make this planet better.
Don’t think : ‘’I’m too stupid’’, ‘’I’m too poor’’, ‘’I’m not powerful enough’’, everybody has something to bring to change the world.
When you wake up, remember it : the Humanity is you.
Humanity is not around you, you are the Humanity.
Even if you were alone, like the first human being created a long time ago by the
Elohim on this very day, you already were the Humanity.
Remember it everyday, every second of your life : you are the Humanity.
And if you work towards peace and love and sharing and feeling oneness, the future is
beautiful. But it starts with you, with you little human being, waking up in your bed
in the morning.
Say it every morning ‘’Wow, I am the humanity’’ and the future will be beautiful.
Thank you everybody.
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Rael calls for compassion training for all politicians
A study by researchers at the Waisman Center of the University of Wisconsin-Madison has shown that adults can be trained to be more compassionate.
Maitreya Rael welcomed this report as “a very important study which confirms that compassion can indeed be taught and increased among adults”.
“Everybody can make a difference on the planet, and change the world.” explains Rael. “ This compassion teaching should be a mandatory training especially
for politicians and journalists”
“If every leader had to attend a compassion meditation training before taking
office, we wouldn’t see reports on tortures like in Guantanamo anymore, no more
drones sent over civilians, no more food shortage in any part of the world. All
peace activists around the world should join us to request that all elected members
of a government attend a minimum of three weeks meditation training before they
can be sworn in. It should be a prerequisite for those who decide for our future.”

Back to Kama
Patrick Awuah is the founder of Ashesi University, in Ghana, which is known for its
high-tech facilities and strong emphasis on business, technology and leadership. Born in
Ghana, he pursued his education in the United States then got a job at Microsoft, spearheading software design for dial-up internet access, making millions in the process.
Awuah then moved with his family back to Ghana where he invested his own money
and with the help of other donors he founded Ashesi University.
He declared to CNN : “The world needs to change in this way and I strongly believe that people like me who have had the
privilege of a great education need to be part of the solution; that I need to be really actively involved in helping to drive this
change in Africa so that 30, 50 years from now, the world will be a different place for all people of African descent in the world.”
Maitreya commented :
This is the future of Kama.We need more and more people like him going back to their ancestors continent to develop it as
well as to create the United Kingdoms of Kama, not based on the national borders created by the colonizers but on the traditional
pre-colonization kingdoms. This would create a custom tax free continent similar to the European union. This is the only way
for Kama to become equal to the ex-colonizers countries.

New Honorary Guides
Maitreya awarded the title of Honorary Guide of Humanity to Jocelyn Elders, especially for her pro
masturbation speeches which had her fired from the post of US Surgeon General by Bill Cinton, and also
her position in favor of drug legalization and for the distribution of contraceptives in schools.
He also awarded this title to Professor Stephen Hawking after his withdrawal from the Israeli President’s Conference, in support of an academic boycott of Israel, in protest over the state’s occupation of
Palestine.
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10% the movie
Yoav Shamir who is also an Honorary Guide just released his latest documentary movie,
called 10%.
Yoropo went to see it in Nyon, Switzerland, with a few other Raelians and here is his report about
this special event:
The documentary movie is based around the storyline of what makes someone a hero, or
should I say what type of individual maintains their integrity and humanity to stand against manipulative groups, nations or institutions and fight for justice under any circumstances.
And the funny part was, Yoav trying to find out if he was a hero or had the genes to be one.
Was that gene related? Upbringing? Family? Religions? Gender? Culture? He explored all those avenues and also put together a fantastic mix of interviews with scientists, researchers, people who were known locally or internationally to be heroes
and that documentary was very well screened, plenty of funny comments (no derogatory), just to bring some softness to a topic
that could easily bore people with plenty of scientific data and strong emotional witnesses .
It turned out that everyone could be a hero and it was a matter of choice no matter your origin, culture, race or philosophy J.
As a Raelian what really touched me the most… at the very beginning, there was a sequence on Raelians (from the Strujan
(Slovenia) Happiness Academy, happy Raelians, beautiful, smiling)… and as the story unfolded, since Yoav wanted to find out if
he was a hero or had the genes that could make him a hero he amazingly discovered that a group called the Raelians made him
an Honorary Guide of the Raelian Movement and found out that he became a hero in the eyes of the Raelians.
The last footage of the documentary shown Maitreya, seating and Brigitte next to him on the deck, beautiful scenery of the
sea coast behind, very beautiful image; also Raelians standing up applauding Yoav for his work and could see that he was very
touched by this sign of recognition.
I very much loved it
PS: At the end there was a question and answer cession led by Yoav, I took the opportunity to explain what an Honorary
Guide of the Raelian Movement is: People who through their work, art, research raise the level of consciousness of our humanity,
to bring more peace and love… and the prize is given by Rael himself. He was a hero :-)
And I did thank him for participating in raising our humanity consciousness and had a little chat, where he introduced me
and two others to the group as his Raelian friends, of course, and we were honored by the affection.
Please keep supporting Yoav’s art and go have a look at his movie(s) when they air in a place near you :-)

1st sunday of April Celebrations
The first Sunday of April celebration in Bouaké, three days of festivities
The celebration of the first Sunday of April in the Ivory Coast was held in two locations: Mainly in Bouaké (center), and
also in Bonoua (in the southeast).
In Bouaké, as part of the celebration there were diffusion activities, recreational activities and religious activities. It all
started Friday, April 5th with the recording of a TV show called “Djassi” on RTI-Bouaké (Ivory Coast’s National Television). A
15-minute interview, recorded and broadcast the following day, allowed Trainee Guide X-Ciel (interviewed by a charming host)
to present the Raelian Movement and to talk about the First Sunday of April celebration.
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In the afternoon, a conference was held on the Campus
II in Bouaké, from 3:30pm to 6pm, on the theme “Science
and New Technologies for a Better World”. We counted an
attendance of about 70 students and a teacher of the university. The conference, hosted by the assistant guide Karim
Ouattara and supported by the guide Djaha Kouadjo, was
enhanced by the contribution of Ya Boni in the room as well
as Hortense Gbêdia Dodo live via Skype from the U.S.
On Saturday, April 6 at 9:30am, the meeting with the
traditional Chiefdom of GBEKE (Bouaké area) at the Jacques
Aka Cultural Centre, was one of the highlights of this 3-day
celebration, with the theme “Integration of peoples by traditional Chiefdoms for a new Africa”. It was hosted by the
National Guide of the Ivory Coast, Bishop Guide Boni Ya.
The traditional leaders (fifteen, including one Queen), visibly attentive and happy to hear the message of the Elohim and Maitreya’s call to them, left each with a complete folder on the
construction project for the Embassy of the Elohim.
Subsequent to this meeting, Mattoh Guide was hosted on a live broadcast at Phénix radio to talk about the messages and
the key points of our activities. He was accompanied by the assistant guide EPOKOU Désiré.
In the afternoon at 4pm at the Stadium of the Technical High School of Bouaké, a football game was held between the “Rael
FC” and the team of the Bouaké UNOCI officials (United Nations Operation in the Ivory Coast). A very nice game that ended
in a 3-3 draw. Leaflets were distributed during and after the game.
On Sunday, at the Jacques Aka Cultural Centre, the religious ceremony was attended by about 150 people, including 48
guests. 12 new people including 3 women made their TCP.
In Bonoua, in the Ivory Coast’s southeast region, Saturday began
with a radio show hosted by Tiané (assistant guide) in a local radio.
Sunday, from 9am to 11:45am, a conference was given by the following
guides, Gouria Edwige Pehery and Konan Faustin Ipouwa, assisted by
Lézou (assistant guide), with 30 people attending. Then a lunch followed our conversations with supporters.
The telepathic contact, led by Pehery, preceded the TCP ceremony
which welcomed a total of 22 new people who recongnized the Elohim
as their creators.
The celebration in Bonoua was attended by 45 people.
Media coverage
2 live radio shows
1 recorded radio show
1 recorded TV program
Several radio news spots
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Happiness Academy and celebration of the Creation of Man in Kinshasa (DRC)
By Tekasala Pamela “Sirius Sopdît”, National Guide for the Democratic Republic of Congo
About twenty people attended the first Happiness Academy, organized in the DRC from Friday March 29th to Sunday March 31st,
67aH. In a beautiful surrounding in the capital Kinshasa, we experienced three days of dreams, emotions and wonderfully positive actions under the theme: “Happiness and Supra-Consciousness.” We
were positively transformed by the masterful and nurturing teachings
of the Messenger of Infinity Rael, the best sculptor of consciousness on
earth, as well as by the multiple PowerPoint presentations of exceptional quality. Various workshops and discussions reinforced the teachings
learned. The many meditations guided by Nkua Tulendo Rael, Plaisir,
and myself, were beautiful and were appreciated by all participants.
The film “The Bucket List” (highly recommended by Nkua Tulendo) gave us a great lesson of life and happiness. During the two
nights that followed, we happily danced like crazy. The videos of talented artists such as Parisse, the “Minister of Pleasure”, the
beautiful Lisa Ntumba, Blaise Kalengi, the lesbian couple Valerie and Dorcas, followed by the video of Nkua Tulendo Rael on
the marble block, gave nectar to our neurons.
Furthermore, as a preamble to the celebration of the creation of Man:
- 1067 flyers were distributed;
- A TV show and an interview on BRT Africa, where Plaisir and I presented our philosophy, the great projects of Nkua
Tulendo Rael for the development of Kama, the importance of the celebration of the first Sunday of April, the celebration of the
creation by the Elohim of the first human being, Adam, pointing out that he was black. A small comment from the reporter: “I
like this kind of information”.
- 4 TCP (including a journalist) were made at the celebration on Sunday, April 7th 67aH, a very colorful party with a news
story and two interviews by BRT Africa; nearly 40 non‑Raelian guests were present. We held a panel discussion with video projection.

Celebration of Anniversary of the Creation of Humanity in Burkina Faso
As on all first Sundays of April, the Raelians in Burkina celebrated the anniversary of the creation of mankind in several ways
and in five places in the country: Koupèla, Bonko, Séba, Bobo-Dioulasso and Orodara.
While in the last three localities it was a simple ceremony of Transmission of the Cellular Plans, the celebration took on the appearance of
great festivities, as related by the Priest guides Adama KANTAGBA and
Pkentol David PODA, respectively for Koupèla and Bonko.
KOUPELA
In KOUPELA the celebration began Saturday, April 6th with a
warm welcome of the Raelians from other regions of Burkina Faso. This
welcoming was done in a very good ambiance by the Raelian team from
the eastern region, led by assistant guide Dieudonné Belemkoabga. After
the welcoming and the meal, we went to the location of the planned large
public conference.
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At the scene, the people interested in the message of the Elohim (fifteen initially), watched a video with passion, until the
beginning of the conference given by the national guide the Bishop guide Yael on the theme: “The Bible and the Koran, messages given by the extraterrestrials”. Many questions were asked each as beautiful as the next; the answers were all satisfying. This
conference, which was attended by 48 people including 35 non-Raelians, ended at 7:30pm with the meditation “One Minute for
Peace”. All participants were invited to the other activities of the following day April 7th 67AH, namely the gathering on Sunday
and festivities that accompany the ceremony of the TPC.
On Sunday, April 7th at 9am we were celebrating in Koupèla. About
80 people attended, in a festive atmosphere, full of humor and love, the
program concocted by the organizers: A video discussion and meditation
enlivened with jokes, followed by a chat with the newcomers. And finally,
the ceremony of the Transmission of the Cellular Plans started at 3:00pm in
a silence that was religious and harmonious, with the songs of birds and lots
of positive emotions (we felt the presence of the Elohim over our heads).
Exceptional! At the end of the ceremony, seven women out of 8 people had
recognized the Elohim as our creators. With an indescribable enthusiasm,
photo sessions, and fraternization, the celebration ended around 4:30pm.
BONKO
In Bonko, a small village west of Gaoua in the Southwest, the celebration was held with popular jubilation; the choice of this village was part of an approach to enhance traditional leaders. Thus,
the chief of the Land of Bonko agreed to invite a dozen chiefs of neighboring villages. Their presence was effective. To welcome
them well, Saturday evening was held to the rhythms of traditional music. Our two Raelian sisters Topièra and Agnes particularly
distinguished themselves by wriggling to the sounds of the balafon. An unbelievable crowd was there and everyone was dancing.
For the first time in the village of Bonko, a popular festival was held on behalf of the Raelian messages. A popular consciousness
was vibrating and the event took place in the midst of local culture: spontaneous market of fruits, cakes, dolo, meats, until 11pm.
In the program there was a video projection of Maitreya on the track record of 50 years of independence, followed by questions
and answers from 6pm-7:30pm. Then followed the Lobiri balafon. The invited Land chiefs were honored according to traditions.
On Sunday, under a mango tree where we organized the gathering, a large and attentive audience came to absorb from the
source the messages of the Elohim. Through the questions, the main concern expressed was whether one had to abandon fetishes,
because the village of Bonko and its surroundings are strongly rooted in traditional beliefs. The answer was simple and clear:
“Keep practicing your religion, while eliminating all forms of superstition of course, and follow the Prophet’s instructions. Thus,
participate in a widespread diffusion of the Messages, and we will find our true culture again.”
At the time of the TCP, 24 registered including eight women, and it was joy. The adviser to the Land chief, the father of a
Raelian, Agnes, made his Transmission of the Cellular Plan. There was really a popular consciousness for messages.S

Miami, Florida
The Miami team is so happy to announce we have a new Raelian brother, Brian.
He arrived at my place promptly at 2pm so full of love for the Elohim. I have been
communicating with him by e-mail for a couple of months and when he was telling
us his story of how he found us and what he felt when he read the messages it was like
I personally took a trip in time to the moment I read the book as our stories were so
simular. We finally found the truth of who we are, where we came from and who created us. Wow!! Let us never forget this. The Miami team was here Joe, Jesus, Estelle,
Debbie from Peru was passing through and 2 newcomers Fenda from Senegal, Africa,
now living in Miami, who found us through Clitoraid and was here 2 weeks ago to
meet with Dr. Harold Henning and George originally from Columbia who committed
to come to the Happiness Academy. What a beautiful afternoon we shared together
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speaking about the philosophy and allowing our beings to flow with the love in the room. We decided to go out and have a meal
together to continue the celebration of this very important day of the year and we all thanked our beloved Maitreya for his love
and the Elohim who are closer to us on this very special day.

Tijuana, mexico
Maitreya RAEL was there with us, what a privilege, we all went from the west of the US to Tijuana Mexico to honor his
wisdom and laughter. Of course the smile and the kindness of the Mexican was very welcoming as always ;-) leaded by our host
Dominik who did a terrific job on organizing this event from morning to evening … We had so much FUN together.
We were more 25 than people or so, 13 of us from the US (AZ, CA, NV) and the Mexican themselves from even further
deeper into the country, one of our sister (Aida) spent 54 hours in a bus to be with Maitreya on that day. Another brother guide
(Gaby) traveled for 15 hours in a bus and took 2 airplanes to reach Tijuana …
Around noon time we all met at a restaurant in La Playa de Tijuana, there we huged and learned a bit from each other since
for many of us it was the very first time that we encountered, we ate and immediately after drove toward the private beach where
we would meet Maitreya Rael.
There we meditated under the guidance of (Gaby) and when finished we all opened
our eyes and saw Maitreya RAEL standing there among us. After performing the Transmissions and telling us how important we all are, as we all are the Humanity, he met and
hugged everyone of us. It was such an extreme privilege to be so close to him.
After his departure, with more tears of joy we hugged one another under the influence of this wonderful love vibe, we talked and shared our laughter and finished the
evening in front of a delicious plate of pasta having lots of fun, enough fun for the owner
of the restaurant to find out what was animating us... What a beautiful day!

Trinidad & Tobago
The Celebration for the first Sunday of April was held at our hotel in a room supplied to us at no charge. We wanted to
have a quiet place for the meditation and the Transmissions. Later we sat around the pool in a perfect sunny weather with a comfortable temperature of 30C. We enjoyed the rest of the afternoon chatting about the philosophy and the future of the Raelian
Movement in T&T. Jesse, became the first Raelian in Trinidad & Tobago, since I became the National Guide for this country. I
can tell you he is really happy with his decision. Since, he has followed the Raelian movement for almost 10 years now. He feels
8
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more connected with us now. He also knows that he is not alone. Because there are other people interested in our philosophy in
his country and it is possible for him to gather with them and finally start the core of the Raelian Movement.

Dominican Republic
With great enthusiasm and overwhelming joy the national Raelian
Movement of Dominican Republic held its celebration of the first Sunday
of April. We took advantage of this special date to inaugurate a new location
where we will make our Raelian meetings and activities.
The presence of brothers and sisters from different towns of the Dominican Republic was exciting. On that day, we did meditations, inaugural
speech, exhibitions about the commemoration of that date, dances, songs
and discussions about scientific topics. Sharing a meal together as well, we
were all so happy to feel the harmony between our team in the Dominican
Republic.
With Love from Eulalio Díaz - National Guide

Canada
In a warm and “creative” atmosphere, we were more than a hundred to share a moment
of joy during a meal that preceded our religious ceremony. We had 3 transmissions in Canada.
In Montreal, a person has consciously chosen to join our great family. While contemplating
beautiful images of the beauty of the creation of the Elohim, we finished the ceremony of life
with the hope that science offers us, the future creators of life in laboratory.
Both as creation and future creators, we thank you, Elohim, to have allowed us to exist and
to have given us the ability to do as you do: Create a conscious form of life on another planet ...

Nepal
The Nepalese Raelian Movement organized diffusion programs in two major cities of Nepal - Pokhara and Lumbini, in
April, in addition to the first Sunday of April celebration. In Pokhara, our team visited the local campus for the second time most of them were educators who had already received Rael’s message. There were some new people as well. Good news - the campus chief wants to do his transmission next time! In Lumbini, over 100 people
received Rael’s message.
On Sunday, April 7th, we had one transmission for Anjan Dhakal, who is
now a new member of the Raelian Movement. “This was a very special day for
me”, said Anjan.
Special thanks to Momoki Miyazaki, Guide from Japan, who joined us, and
other Raelian and non-Raelian members Suwarch Devkota, Subash Paneru, and
Lalit Gurung, who helped us in making this a successful campaign.
with Love, Anjan Dhakal and Suwarch Devkota.
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Malaysia
I love Malaysia because we can meet many races such as Malaysian, Chinese, Indian, Nepalian , many south Eastern country people, Arabian etc..
what a fun to see all these different people and beliefs.
Everywhere hundreds of temples for the Chinese and Indian communities as well as Muslim Mosques, people are praying
all the time for their well-being and their respective God...
But we, the 15 Raelians from many different races, gathered at one of my friend’s house, surrounded by nature on that First
Sunday of April. Three of them did their Transmission.
We prayed for others and the Elohim.
What a pleasure to be aware of who is our creator and to be together.
We celebrated the creation day of Humanity and the fact that we are a family thanks to the Message..
Most of our members are Chinese because they are more open minded than other races and 20% are Indian as they are also
open minded and also they are not following only one thing. 10% are from other
races.
Thanks to the internet, many people contact us and it is so much pleasure and
fun to see how growing is the Raelian Movement in this Muslim country.
Let’s enjoy this journey
Love
Color for Malaysia

European first Sunday of April in Italy
40 people came from each region of the country, gathered on the coast of the
Adriatic Sea around the Italian guides to welcome with enthusiasm the continental
guide, Pierre Gary, who chose to give us the gift of his presence in Italy to celebrate
the first Sunday in April with the Italian team ...
For the occasion we experienced a weekend of teachings, testimonies, exercises,
reflections, laughter, art, femininity, meditation and prayer, to give us a taste of the
perfumes of the Happiness Academy in August ... Just like dolphins need to come
out of the ocean to get their oxygen supply, the Raelians need, from time to time, to
get out of the ocean of the daily life to stock up on the consciousness oxygen they feed
on: the love of our Creators, the Elohim, give us through their philosophical legacy!
Being together in the pleasure, love, laughter, gives us full energy to boost our inner
and obviously outer revolution too, and this weekend provided us with a good dose of
energy, thanks to Pierre, Marco, Ezael and other Italian guides, each of them with his
color, with his diamond to give to others to enrich this humanity and make this planet
shine with a contagious light: the light of infinity. J
The weekend started on the theme “supra-consciousness,” to revive the teachings
that our Maitreya offered at the Happiness Academy last year. And what a chance to
listen to Pierre’ s wisdom, when he told us that “we are not only a scientific creation,
we are a creation of love. Love is what unites us, and when we connect with infinity, we
become powerful and infinite ourselves ... we become what we are, we feel the power
10
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that is within us when we connect to our being, and if we feel it there is no limit anymore! “... Or to listen to the simplicity of
Marco who reminded us that “the whole philosophy of life the Elohim are teaching us is simple, we are here to play the most
beautiful game: we are infinity becoming aware of itself, that is the game. There is no more heaven and hell, god or souls ... The
Elohim are telling us: we have created you on a planet that is your playground, have fun. You received this life as a gift, play, love,
be simple “... Or to listen to the beauty of Ezael when he talked about art, stressing that” art is the expression of our genetic code
“... And then to listen to Vittorio, Giovanni, Giuseppe, Elena and Roberta, who each played a different musical note and together
created a melody of love that accompanied us throughout the weekend ... But the most beautiful melody was the long-awaited
moment, the contact on Sunday at 3PM, when a new person, Vella, chose the love of the Elohim, by recognizing them as our
Creators, and by recognizing the Maitreya Rael as their son ... welcome to our family dear Vella!
A big thank you to all of us, teachers and participants, for
the great and unforgettable weekend! A big thank you to the One
and Those who made us meet on this wonderful playground! J
See you soon for our next meeting, the Happiness Academy
in Croatia in August, for our supply of philosophical oxygen and
for the pleasure to be together with our Beloved Maitreya, the
One who brought us the oxygen: love.
Roberta Pucci – guide

First Sunday of April in Spain
News from the Iberian Peninsula
During the 1st Sunday of April four new raelians had their TPC done, in Madrid, at the Retiro park in the center of the
city. A young and motivated team is growing following the October 7th meeting in Portugal, when also two “Spaniards”, Igor
and Pablo Andres, came and made their transmission, together with a “Portuguese” new comer, Diogo. A dynamic is taking over
this peninsula which has been isolated and aside in the development of the Raelian Movement. This is obviously changing thanks
to the dynamism of Pablo Andres in Madrid, who as a subway rapper sings
the messages everyday to the commuter of the Spanish capital wearing
a green outfit with the symbol and the name of the Prophet (s) and our
Creators painted on it. Willie who is the national guide of Spain and lives
in Boston, is also doing a great job through internet as well as the beautiful Magali from Lyon. Marcos in Lisbon is always there to welcome me
and organize meetings with Jorge, Yvonne ( a baha woman who made her
transmission) and other raelians and sympathizers and Milu in the north
of Portugal, after going to a seminar in France twenty years ago is coming
back very strongly. Hopefully some of the Spanish and Portuguese raelians
will attend the summer Hapiness University in Croatia and come back full
of wisdom and renewed strength to put both countries on the road to the
Embassy.
David Uzal (Guide)
									

4 new Raelians in Spain with David Uzal (Guide)
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Sweden
“We met seven people in Stockholm for the first Sunday of April, three were new-comers. The meeting started off by everyone introducing themselves and how they got to know the Messages. As always, it’s very interesting to listen to these unique
stories that show our differences and at the same time how we all have been “attracted” to discover the Messages sooner or later.
During the afternoon we had some philosophical discussions relating to the Messages. After a meditation it was time for the Cellular plan Transmission. All the three new-comers did their transmission.
One of them even made his decision at the last minute; “I didn’t want to do it at first, but I changed my mind because of
the meditation”, he explained.
I am so happy to see our team growing, and we are now about forty members in Sweden.”
Kenny (National Guide of Sweden)

First Sunday of April in France.
Namaste dear brothers and sisters
Under heavy clouds in Lyon and cold weather the
Raelians of France gathered Friday for three days of intense
emotions (5, 6 and 7 April 67AH).
Friday 2PM: structure meeting led by our dear Kimbangu who reminded us with much grace and love the mission, our mission as members of the structure. The importance, the priority we must give to the messages, the
embassy and our harmony between each other and also
ourselves. To do this as an artist would in front of a white
canvas, to find our own color and to feel ourselves carried
by our function.
For all the structure members, being, consciousness,
love, meditation, and the embassy must be a priority! Word
of the Prophet ...
A crazy and colorful interlude took place when our national guide spontaneously started to dance on a piece of St Germain
and invited us to follow him .... it’s our appointed national guide ... and we gladly follow him!
Wonderful video of the Maitreya when he speaks of the structure: first time I saw it ... Little baby of the structure that I am
;) I was struck by the simplicity of the prophet when he explains things the way they are.
yess yesss yessss we are rebels, wild animals, we were born revolutionary, but when the time comes to join the structure in
order to bring more revolutionary energy, we also have to agree to renounce to a part of us, freedom, independence, because it is
the structure that will tell you which way to be the most revolutionary. It was our CHOICE to join and we are FREE to leave!
Maitreya is the conductor of a great symphony, we are all musical notes, colorful and harmonious, but we have to be disciplined. To be at the right time, right place and together is a strategy !!!
That Friday focused on the structure reinforced in me that feeling, as it does every time we meet that I am at the right place
at the right time and how important it is to re-harmonize ourselves...
We are too often carried away by the flow of our daily life and this weekend allowed us to refocus thanks to Kimbangu’s
words, the poetry and truth of our beloved prophet, the presence and love for each of us. Every day of our lives should be filled
with harmony, we are together and we are building the embassy, we are in the monastery, we are all guides, we are all lights.
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We build ourselves in order to build the embassy, our dream!
Saturday, we invited non Raelians to join us .... 2 small grains of sand came and lied down to meditate with us ...
A day under the sign of delta waves: Two extraordinary guides, Gyom and Eric Remacle who fabulously orchestrated the
meditations, giving us tools, and opening our consciousness to our senses.
The program for this meditation day: biological rhythms, mindfulness, the AOMs and other sounds (hosted by our dear
Jean Pierre who has a beautiful voice, thank you!!). An extraordinary concert of Tibetan bowls and an explanation of the sound
therapy and its effects on the brain beautifully animated by our great Tsiphora! ;) Thank you !!!
A beautiful interlude with our magnificent Guy who spoke about the fast that we practiced together that same day. He
included a scientific explanation on water .... thank you for the packs of water dear Roucou... ;)
The sensual meditation, but also an exercise on cardiac rythms, as well as the seven meditations guided by our angels and
guides Mariella and Josephine ....
Each group discussion was held in the presence of a guide.
A real Happiness Academy day!
What I really liked was this sacred moment when we collectively broke the fast ... the contemplation of our fruit, the sensual
explosion before and after the first bite ... at the right time in the right place and together! ! Breaking the fast had its effect! ... a
big laughter ;))
Sunday, a global, planetary and inter-galactic day with our Fathers in our thoughts as we celebrated the anniversary of the
creation of the first man ... or woman .. We do not really know! :)
During the Transmission of the Cellular Plan ceremony, a beautiful musical note joined our musical score, a new genetic
code was scanned and stored at this very moment, welcome to you Mehmet ...!
...

That weekend spent together made me dive into the happiness of our next big inescapable, inevitable meeting this summer

Gyom showed us the paradisiac place selected to be the site of our Happiness Academy this summer in Croatia wowww!
Thank you to all those who made it work, thank you Teja!
Let’s meet August 3 to 11 to give our neurons a nice tan;)
We left Lyon where a cold wind was blowing…while our hearts were filled with warmth, music, harmony and a mission ...
Thank you Elohim, thank you Maitreya, without you none of this would
exist ....
Namasté, Magali (Head of the Rhône region)
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In Kanto, Japan

In Koshenitsu, Japan

In Tokai, Japan

In Mumbai, India
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Paradism Day on May 1st
Las Vegas
On the INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PARADISM we were a happy
bouquet of nine. Beginning with our inspirational Guide Claude Chevey,
Lia, Becki, Ouhi, LuKael, Kathy, Riki, Harvey and myself. What a delight to
be together again; sharing Paradism with humanity. We showed our creative
and eye catching signs to the passerby’s. We handed out flyers that artistically
resembled money. And we had lots of fun doing it. Speaking of eye catching! The public couldn’t help but to stop and gaze at our very sexy dressed
robots ;) The beautiful costumes was a big hit and a strong draw, to spark
interest in people. So much so that on several occasions; some people would
approach us for more information. The love energy was shared even more
with a meditation from our Guide Claude. After which all but Harvey and
his lovely daughter Kathy agreed to have dinner at a local Chinese restaurant.
While enjoying a delicious duck dinner; we laughed, played and shared
some experiences. This is the place, that I would rather be, with our group
that I love. “ Right here, right now!”
tor

love love love, Kelvin Green, Assistant Guide, Arizona State Coordina-

Puebla Mexico
Leveraging that the 1st of May many people celebrate the Labor Day, the Raelians from Puebla went out to promote the world day of the Paradism. We were impressed how many young people no longer want to work, mostly students who already are using science and technology. We talked with a young man who studies physics and told us that it
is time that all Governments of the world give a chance to the geniuses to achieve Paradism, that today it is an utopia, but in a short time it can become a reality, since geniuses always seek benefits for everyone. He asked us to send him
more information about Paradism and Geniocracy to his email so that he can promote among his fellows at the University.
We also talked with a union leader who was promoting the rights
of dissatisfied workers and was surprised when he saw our banner
that said Paradism a world without money or work. We explained
to him the benefits of this system of Government and he said that
it was very difficult to achieve this system but he supports it. It
was the first time that he heard of Paradism but if people start to
understand the magnitude of our work, certainly we are going
to achieve it so that all can become happy. He commented that
he was ashamed to tell us that he promoted work and dignified
treatment of workers and that would be better to ‘’Take advantage of science and technology, not work and be happy’’. He was
a very kind person that all time gifted us with a smile.
Beny Reyes, Regional Guide of Puebla-México
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Mexico City
In the city of Mexico took place the International Paradism Day celebration, while many celebrated the day of work, the Raelians were celebrating and proposing the Paradism.
Many people told us that they prefer to work instead of doing nothing, like having a Socialist Government, others argued that the Soviet
Union collapsed and today is capitalism, but many of them did not understand. On the other hand, there were people who were stopping to read
our poster and they congratulated us, some said that it was an interesting
proposal, and asked us for information.
Since Maitreya Rael established this day, all the Raelians around the
world celebrated with joy, because soon, very soon the financial system will
fall and we will adopt Paradism.
Frank Caballero, Regional Guide, Mexico City

Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
On May 1st, following the National Guide’s recommendations, we
had fun taking part in the Ouagadougou’s Workers’ March. With a
banner titled, “Give work to the machines and free the people; May
1st: Paradism International Day; Soon, a world without work and
money,” we walked across the streets of the capital with the workers’
unions, all the way to the Labor Market - the United Nations Boulevard Kwame Kruma - Cathedral - Labor Market.
At the end of the walk, about fifteen Raelians with the banner stood opposite of the main Labor Market’s entrance where conferences organized by the workers’ unions were taking place. As the
activities inside the Labor Market were unfolding, the participants’
eyes were locking with the banner outside. Many came to us when
the meetings were over to have more information and a better understanding of our message. They were obviously very surprised because
while they were praising higher employment rate and equal opportunity, we were praising a world without work and money. In spite of
a somewhat aggressive reaction during the walk, which was quickly
controlled, overall the reactions were positive. People were very surprised and sought much more to understand because, once again, we
are at the forefront. The President of the Revolutionary Movement
came to exchange a few positive words with me and promised to get
in touch with the National Guide through the email on the flier.
We distributed approximately 700 fliers and could have handed
out more because the demand was very high. But we had to be selective. Without being able to give an exact number, there were thousands of people who took part in this trade-union national demonstration with Ouagadougou’s Labor Market. The majority of them
saw the banner.
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Following Ouagadougou’s example, our brothers and sisters of Bobo-Dioulasso (2nd capital of the country) were also at the
Labor Market for the diffusion and were able to hand out more than 800 fliers on Paradism.
This beautiful Paradism day ended with a radio broadcast that took place in Koudougou on “wiis kamba FM Horizon” radio
and hosted by Guide Badiara Leon and his assistant-Guide Kankouan Edjibie from 3-4pm. The topics covered were the Raelian
Movement and Paradism.
Adryel

Día del Paraísmo en Cartagena Colombia
The Raelians of Cattagena joined the big march organized by the
unions and other organizations which celebrate the international day of
work, to celebrate and promote the day or paradism.
This year, lotas of people came to manifest due to the deterioration
of the public services in general.
The Raelians of Cartagena walked for 2 hours over 4 kilometers,
distributing leaflets about paradism for a world without work or money...

Paris, City Hall

Lo ndo n

Switze rland

Australia
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1min4peace
1min4peace tour ...of France
From May 16-20, Raelians of France organized a “Big City Tour” to
promote the “One Minute For Peace” campaign. We started in Paris on
Thursday, May 16th at the Trocadero Place at 2pm and ended in Cannes
on Sunday, after showering the towns of Metz, Dijon and Lyon with love
and peace.
Paris - For stage1 of the “1Min4Peace” Tour in Paris, we were approximately 25 Raelians coming from Lyon, Marseilles, Creusot, Switzerland,
and of course from Paris, who arrived in the morning in two mini-buses
driven by Issaey and Olivier.
We spent this day in various touristic places of the capital, in order to
reach out to Parisians and tourists simultaneously. English and French fliers
had been prepared for this purpose.
First, we were at the Trocadero Place, close to the Eiffel Tower, where
we meditated for one hour, and were joined by 2 people; then, Notre
Dame, where as we were getting ready to setup, the rain started to fall. So
with one hour ahead in our schedule we drove to Beaubourg, last leg of
our tour. Setup, meditation, handing out of fliers, and two men ended up
joining our group.
Magalie conducted a meditation with an young man, face to face, her
hands in his. A beautiful picture of love given and trustful listening. The
irony of the story is that this young man was with a friend, who did not
want to meditate but who stayed next to his friend just to listen. He was a
lawyer working for a large corporation involved in the sales of weapons to
Ireland. To meditate for peace would have been hypocritical of him considering the job he had.
Then, at the Beaubourg square, under the eyes and applause of young
people who were simply enjoying the day, we drew the symbol of peace,
then a heart, both of which were immortalized by our photographers, Issaey
and Steph.
Lots of Love, Maryline
Dijon- Very nice difusion with 19 Raelians meditating for peace in
front of a monument of war , a place where a tank is exposed.We filled the
barrel of the tank with white roses and decorated it with red and pink balloons in the shape of a heart. Then we had a beautiful meditation for peace
around the tank.
Lyon- In Lyon we chose to diffuse in the subway because of the rainy
weather.
A Raelian Swiss team with their national guide, Philippe Chabloz
gave us the pleasure to join us. We made several flash mobs in the subway.
We were inside of the wagons but also in the hallways, inviting people to
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meditate with us.
Imagine forty Raelians gathered inside the subway meditating for peace. The impact was huge! Many people were touched
by our actions especially when we did the meditation in the hall of the Part-Dieu railway station. Also even when we did a religious silence sitting for peace on the floor among people in this big train station. Also beside the Opera of Lyon where young
people were joining us and Perrache train station in the waiting room where travelers also joined us.
It has been an extraordinary challenge that we had the pleasure to live together. Wowwww! Congratulations to all for being present, and to our French and Swiss National Guides and all the Raelians who came to this beautiful diffusion for PEACE.
Thank you Maitreya for giving us this 1min4peace diffusion idea.
Thank you Elohim because without them we would not be the at the right time and the right place.
What a great adventure!, Guyom
CannesCannes -- Our last stretch for the “1min4peace” Tour ended at the Little Cross
Drive in Cannes after an attempt for a telepathic contact guided at around 11 by
Kimbangu followed by a luncheon at a highway rest area. Once arrived, we went to
the rendez-vous point where the French Riviera team was expecting us. It was a great
joy to reconnect with Simone particularly who was in very good spirit!
We conducted several “meditation for peace” actions, first seated on the low walls
facing the little cross, everyone wearing a t-shirt, with signs and fliers that made us
visible from afar. We invited countless people from the crowd to join us in this action
for Peace. Then, we were back-to-back in the middle of the place, many people from
all ages came to meditate with us. It was really the scene to watch as we were bringing an awareness of the importance to generate peace together through our beautiful
thoughts of love to the public in order to influence our environment.
Every minute the sound of a small bell could be heard as a way to start and end
the meditation. As the cold and the wind were becoming increasingly icy we decided
to make a long line while holding hands and, of course, while asking onlookers to
lengthen the file and bundle up with their eyes closed so as to share this intense moment together. The line extended to several meters. It was so beautiful and moving
to see so many people with their eyes closed united toward to same goal, PEACE!
Wowwww!
The gusts of wind becoming increasingly icy, we decided to take a break and go
to a heated bar to have a warm drink. We returned 45min later to resume our action.
However, once we returned we moved to another strategic area closer to downtown
so as to avoid the cold wind. Simone drove us in front of the entrance of a commercial arcade where we unpacked our equipment and resumed our action. Standing in
a long line, side by side, on the sidewalk for a full hour we carried out our meditations while expressing loudly the reason for our presence. The French- and Englishspeaking public watched, filmed, and photographed us, and some even applauded
us. Several hundred fliers were passed along. We ended the day in a restaurant for the
sole pleasure of being together and exchanging how we felt about this beautiful 5-day
adventure. What a fantastic team!!
Our national Guide made us more aware of the importance of being in the
streets together, being in the action, while sending our thoughts to Maitreya and our
beloved Elohim. The video that will be put together as a result of this “1min4peace”
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Tour will have a considerable impact on the Internet and social networks, and hopefully raise awareness in young people on the
importance of working for peace. He also reminded us that Maitreya recently spoke to us about the return to the “peace & love”
years and how we are preparing ourselves to this through this planetary pacifying action. We are, once again, in the right place at
the right time, together, and all pushing in the same direction.
Before going our separate ways, each one could express the pleasure he/she had of being part of this action. A last meditation
guided by Kimbangu: A minute of meditation for Maitreya and Elohim.
WE ARE ONE!
Thanks to Issaey and particularly to Magali who has done a remarkable job in the organization and the preparation of the
“1min4peace” Tour. Thanks to all the cities that have welcomed us and contributed to the success of this action. Thanks to the
persons in charge of the provinces that have involved their teams for the accommodation of a few Raelians in their homes.
Thanks to Jackie, Xavier, Olivier, Gerard, Issaey and Magali who took turns in driving the buses in the various participating
cities.
Thanks to all the Structure members and a special thought to Sonia, non-Raelian, who had fun in the bus from Metz.Thanks
to Emilie who represented Switzerland throughout the Tour.
A HUGE THANK YOU TO KIMBANGU, who enchanted
us with his presence and inner beauty, guided by the poetry he is
imbued with and who generated the love and the harmony, as well
as Gyom for the enthusiasm that he knows how to communicate to
us so well.
Thanks to Maitreya Rael for being the WAY, the TRUTH, the
LOVE. The guide who is guiding us to the Embassy where we will
welcome our Creators.
Thank you ELOHIM for the trust you have in us.
Boris, Your humble servant :)

Las Vegas
We absolutely had THE BEST one minute for peace meditation on the strip in front of Bally’s casino with Lia, Claude,
Alonzo, Jack, and myself.
We had a beautiful meditation music background using a sound
system with speakers which helped us to get attention and also to
focus on meditation while surrounded by the city sounds. We were
all dressed in WHITE!! before we were wearing lots of dark, or black
clothes and the fact that we were five in white made more of an impact. We used to have 2 or 3 people joining us to meditate but this
time we had about 20 people. whoo hooo!!
I am sure that many people felt our peace and love and our love
will live in them even if they don’t remember.
It was really a beautiful meditation time. I thought that I went
to this event because I wanted to help people but this made me realize
again that it was actually for me.
I felt so much better meditating with everyone and with the
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people who joined us.
Some people told us ‘thank you’.
But I felt like saying ‘Noooo! THANK YOU.I am the one who should be thanking you.
It just felt so nice to meditate with new people who I may never meet again. Such a precious time to share with other human
beings. It was so beautiful.
I am not good enough to say or will never be good enough to say this meditation is for other people, non raelians. Whatever
the small or big things I can and will do, it is for me.
Changing the world by changing ourselves.
With love and pleasure, Ouhi

Houston, Texas
Sunday the 24th of March was a gorgeous early spring day and the weather was windy
with a beautiful blue cloudless sky in Houston. The Texas Team Elohim included Barry Beck,
Joseph Pegram, Leo & Janie Trevino, Darya Saam, Romuald and myself. So, there were 7
of us from all over Texas and we met in a little park and got set up with sheets, pillows, the
posters and sweet ambient music by Brian Eno. You could hear the birds singing, the squirrels
scrambling about and the children’s shreeks of happiness.
After a while, we enjoyed the company of some rather tiny people who joined us. While
we were silently Meditating, we could hear the little children talking about us and our sign
and they actually stopped playing and laughing and running about, and they joined us. It was
obvious they had been exposed to Meditation in school and knew all about it. They brought
some parents. The parents did not bring the kids.They immediately sat in an Indian style and
closed their eyes and placed their tiny hands in an upward position on each knee and started
Meditating for World Peace. It was the most moving part of the day.
We were all so touched it brought tears to our eyes. They have such
beautiful conciousness’.
We all had driven hundreds of miles to be together and were thrilled
that our first attempt at the One Minute for Peace Meditation went so well
and was so beautiful. We felt blanketed in Love and Hope. We then all gathered at a little restaurant nearby to feel each others vibrations and harmonize
some more and just visit, reconnect and catch up. Another great surprise was
that Darya Saam and Louyindoula, (Romuald) our brother Level 3 from the
Congo joined us! We are looking forward to more of this very beautiful action in the future.
LOVE, Michele
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Other diffusions
Lecture in Tampa, Florida
I was invited by Sean Currie, from the department of Sociology at the University of South Florida in Tampa, to participate
in a panel discussion on new religions in his religion class. We were 4 panel participants, each representing a different new religion: Wicca, Scientology, New thought and Raelianism. There were 55 students present
Each panel member first introduced his religion in 5 minutes. The next hour was then devoted to answering questions from
the students. The first questions were more general and were addressed to the whole panel. Then the students asked more specific
questions to individual panel members.
I was impressed by the level of respect showed by everyone present. I answered questions about marriage, children, the
Elohim, infinity and the Embassy. The students were quite knowledgeable and had already studied the topic beforehand. It was a
very nice experience, Sean was very happy with the result and already asked me to participate again next semester.
Love, Damien

Paris, in front of “The Express”
With the help of Jean, François and Jacky of the Northern Province, of Lisiane coming from the South-West, of Michel (Dutot) of
Le Havre, there were 17 people with the strong Parisian team of 12
members, who (for the 6th time) peacefully made it to the headquarters of “The Express” on Wednesday, May 29th.
Our two beautiful banners with articles 18 and 19 of the
DUDH, our panels with the sign, “Why so much hatred,” and Jewish stars, once again, created the event in the district. And if we did
not observe any positive changes in the attitude of the journalists and
employees of “The Express,” at least more passersby came to exchange
with us than the previous times, and we were able to distribute at least
one hundred fliers and made interesting contacts:
A young pupil journalist of a nearby institution (“Daily 9th”),
arrived at the beginning of our action to take pictures and to interview Michel, our spokesperson: This should lead to a new article in the online news of the 9th district held by this institution.
One of the district’s police officers “in charge of our protection” got most of the information: He is convinced of the existence of extraterrestrials, is familiar with the word Elohim, which he translates to, “Those who come from elsewhere,” and prays
that Humanity’s level of consciousness rises.
Another journalist, of Jewish faith, shocked by our symbol approached us with vehemence at first, and then with a more
constructive dialogue following our explanations.
In conclusion, a beautiful day, a beautiful team, a beautiful action for a beautiful progression on the path to consciousness.
Love, Michel and Thierry
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Asian Raelian seminar in Okinawa

Michio, the National Guide of Japan, shared his joy on the 1st day:

I was so happy to see so many Raelians coming from all over Asia,Australia,
Sweden,France,US,etc......
I sang my favorite Japanese song after I gave the morning lecture on the 1st
day. The title of the song is “Sun is rising again” which I dedicated to Amaterasu, the
female Eloha who made Japan.
The Sun is rising again
“ In the country of the rising sun, my spirit was born...
Until my life ends, I keep going the way I believe..
I will never give up, and stand up again and again...
Just like Sun is rising again every morning.”
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Clitoraid
A beautiful human adventure... Clitoraid in Saland,
Switzerland at the service of our sisters from Kama.
After traveling over 200 miles for most of us, we all arrived well before the
opening of the warehouse at 9AM where we had been invited to find free medical
equipment for the Pleasure Hospital. The legendary Swiss punctuality was once
again at work. LOL
After a beautiful meditation guided by our National Guide, Philgood... Bertrand informed us of the team we were to join and what function each one of us
was to perform. Our kind organizers: Bertrand F and Philippe R had carefully
mapped out the day: Nothing was missing from the tools to the proper logislics.
They had done a remarkable job prior to this day which allowed everyone to remain in harmony throughout the morning. Emilie had brought all the necessary
set up to make us delicious crepes (thin French pancakes)
Stéphane Lanz soon arrived and introduced himself to everyone. He opened
the doors to the warehouse and our fabulous team began working like ants in an
ant house. The warehouse was huge and it was necessary to proceed methodically.
In a few minutes, the team was already working efficiently: first and foremost, to
find the surgical instruments which Lilipeace, Bilitis, Alexandra, Elisabeth, Lilou
immediately set out to do. Then, to find the first aid boxes, a job handed out to
Allan, Etienne, Markette, Nac , Mario who were careful to check each required
item and transported the bundle on pallets toward the center of the warehouse.
There, the bundle was given to François, Lucie so they would count everything.
Simultaneously, another team made up of Nac, Markette finalized the pallets
while Markette, Nac, Jacques, Sonia tied them up and secured them with wooden
wedges. Meanwhile, our great Mario ran from one pallet to the next to film the
end product in this huge space. It was then Allan’s turn to transport the pallets
with a fork lift toward the back of the warehouse and with the help of Philippe
R and Bernard they displayed them with care, they weighed them and measured
them. Lilou and Etienne then tagged them on all 4 sides.
Stéphane Lanz, the manager of the warehouse affiliated with MPT(Medicine
for all) was stunned. it was the first time that he witnessed all this like Emilie
making crepes in the middle of the warehouse at the center of this busy beehive...
a great moment ! Stephane even asked for a picture! We all had our task and with
the 19 of us, we managed to succeed at preparing, wrapping, weighing, tagging
(though it is far from being our job in our daily lives), 5 tons of goods moved in 5
hours. Stéphane Lanz had never seen this done in this way and admired us. The
atmosphere was so wonderful. Philgood, our Guide and Diplomat maintained
good communication with Stephane and at the same time visited each team to
insure that all was going well.
Marc André photographed these great moments and Etienne filmed each step of this day and as this report shows, each one
of us handled many different tasks to reach our commun goal. All was fluid, admirable and will remain a great moment in our
life filled with positive emotions. We were working together in harmony. At 2PM, the doors of the warehouse closed upon a
mission well accomplished and all bundled up... We were all consciously happy to have been part of a great moment . Now, the
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pallets are put away and ready to be shipped to Africa for the Pleasure Hospital.
Finally, it was time for all of us to drive away back to our respective homes following this extraordinary moment but not
before stopping for a well deserved restaurant break gathered together around our Guide, Philgood.
Elisabeth, May 5th, 67AH.

Clitboxes in Italy
During the national gathering on the 1st Sunday of April in Riccione, we had
the traditional money collection of the clitboxes kept along the year by the Structure
Members.
It was a very funny, playful moment, because we organised it with disguises
and pleasant music, but above all, with strong and bizarre sounds of great orgasms
while people emptied their clitboxes and the others laughed and applauded!
The total of the clitboxes collection has been the notable sum of 405,00 euro,
yeaaah!

And some magic too
Many magicians of Umbria, a region in the middle of Italy, decided to help
Clitoraid gathering in the wonderful theatre of Bevagna, full of people up to the
last seat, where to exhibit their magic, pleasant and funny show.
I also was one of the magicians who made a very nice show, personifying a
“special” chef who was trying to explain a cooking recipe with many difficulties
because the ingredients appeared and disappeared repeatedly, running away, so
funny!
Thanks to the person in charge for the Umbria region, Gabriele Palotti, and Marilena who always supported us, but a very
special thanks is for the creator, organiser and director of the whole show pro-Clitoraid, Andrea Paris, Raelian, one of the most
capable magicians and actor in Italy.
Finally Clitoraid collected 500,00 euros, yeahhhhh :-)
Love, Giovanni Ottaviani

Note About Clitoraid Finances
In the last 4 months, the Clitoraid team of Canada gathered $9,804.78 , the Clitoraid team of Europe gathered $3,384.45
the Clitoraid team of the US collected $3,513.90, the Clitoraid team of Asia collected $7,538.26 and the Clitoraid team of the
Middle East collected 2,603.93. This total of $26,845.32 allowed us to pay for the full building of the fence, the water connection and the oxygen supply of the Pleasure Hospital…. We now only need to pay for some equipment. It is the last stretch before
the opening in October. We need the equipment in place inside the hospital to get the final permit to operate. If, like the Swiss
team, you know an organization or individuals who could donate equipment like a generator, an autoclave or any other medical
items, please contact info@clitoraid.org... we are so close now, it is the last effort before the conclusion of these 6 years of constant
dedication.... Thank you all for your loving help.
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A new psychotherapist joins Clitoraid
Today I had a long conversation with Diana Urman a psychotherapist whom we met at the Sexual Institute in San Francisco
in January, when Dr. Bowers and I did our presentation. Diana is finishing her PhD in sexuality there and was very touched by
Clitoraid’s endeavor. She took it upon herself to go visit Dr. Bowers at her office in San Mateo a few days ago and was taken by
Dr. Bowers’ work and personality.
Diana is an immigrant from Ukraine, has been living in the US for the past 25 years. In Ukraine, she used to be a professor
in Math and physics. Here, she started a career as a financial analyst but hated it. She said she is analytical but doesn’t like to work
with numbers but rather with people. She is a mother of 3 children and looks forward to helping Clitoraid patients.

Update on the last operations
On April 18th, we had a new set of surgeries in SF. X, our 30 year old patient had traveled from NY by herself with no one
from her family or friends knowing about “her secret” and the reason for her trip. This very independent woman from Sierra
Leone, excised at the age of 4 by her great aunt was the first patient to speak to our new psychologist, Diana Urman, just after her
GYN exam with Marci. Diana invited me to sit in on the session and I was so pleased by the way it turned out. Diana has been
practicing psychology for 8 years and she, in a very professional manner, methodically, kindly peeled off the layers of mental and
emotional pain, resentment, abandonment issue, etc.. that X has been feeling ever since she was excised. Diana gently worked
through the contradictions in her statements for the core truth to finally surface, to give X a new ground to start living her life by.
Then, we drove X back to her hotel and Diana dropped me off to Marci’s home where a delicious asparagus soup and veggie/feta pasta awaited me. Marci loves to cook! Thomas, her son, had made a rhubarb crumble and then he went on to do his
Spanish homework:))
The next day, we were off to a very early start (7:30 am), I greeted X when she arrived at the surgery center at 9AM, watched
as they prepared her for surgery, put on my scrubs to shadow Marci. A journalist was there too: Nicholas from Mac Lean (Canada) also bore scrubs and a bonnet to witness the surgery.
The surgery went very well. I was completely at ease this time and watched as Marci uncovered the clitoris and secured it
into place with great attention to esthetics and detail.
I accompanied X back to the recovery area where she woke up so happy (!), this surgery had been her obsession, her leit
motif since she was a teenager.
Marci, Nicholas, Diana and I went on to lunch where Nicholas interviewed us all. Nicholas has actually been following
Clitoraid for the last 5 years and has not been able to have the story published (maybe because the subject was perceived as being
too skirmish) Yet he is passionate about it and is not giving up. He came to SF on his own money to continue the coverage and
finds the timing ideal since the hospital will open this year. He wants the article to be a long one and is very interested to feature
the Raelian Movement as an integral part of the piece.
On my way home, while sitting in the Phoenix airport, I received a phone call from another NY patient, Y from Mali and
she announced to me that she had just had her surgery with Dr. Henning the previous day! It was so thrilling to hear. She is doing
well too and her boyfriend who accompanied her was most happy about the surgery too:)) Well done dear Harold !!!
This morning, X called me at 8am, thanking Clitoraid for making her dream come true.... but she still hadn’t looked at the
“live” results! She was afraid that “it” wouldn’t be there, it took me 3 hours of “casual” texting to give her the courage to see and
finally she wrote “I love it !”
Diana and I will be working on the post op psy program. Diana, by the way is a Jewish lady and she asked a lot of questions
about the Raelian philosophy and already thought that “Elohim” may well be a race of aliens... She asked about the best book to
read about the Raelians.
Plane trips are great to spread the Message and I had the opportunity to have several beautiful conversations about it includ26
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ing to another Jewish person , Senior Vice President for a multi-million $ corporation who appears super intrigued by us and
has always been stand offish with the mysticism of the Jewish Faith at the horror if his mom who wanted him to be a Rabbi :))
The next Surgeries in SF are planned on July 11 and 12 with UK news reporter and photographer present.

Clitoris Awareness Week (CAW), May 6 to 10

A nice article on the Huffington Post, our press release and the video brought
tens of thousands of people to Clitoraid and an increase in donations through our site.
About one hundred blogs and articles around the world talked about it and all in a
very respectful way. ‘Clitoris’ is definitely a magic word to attract male attention but we
also received many positive feed backs from women who appreciate our efforts to free
them from centuries of taboos related to the female sexuality... We will definitely keep
promoting this week event in the future. Already many women are lined up to organize
actions during that week next year.

Las Vegas
On the strip
Las Vegas has launched its CAW and let me tell you, now we know how the super
stars on the red carpet are feeling under all the flash lights coming from cameras. Yes
even at night it was day light with all these flashes, you understood right we had many
people who came and take pictures of us ... These vagina outfits were a hit tonight.
We handed out fliers, talked to the crowd, laughed a lot and many of them learned
something tonight, how this CAW is so important in terms of education and in conclusion we received many compliments saying
GOOD JOB and BRAVO.
At the Erotic Museum
A presentation on the topic of female sexuality by Dr Morgan, psychotherapist, was organized by Clitoraid at the Erotic
Wedding Chapel of the Erotic Museum! Her presentation was educational, funny and quite easy to grasp... especially the vulva
puppet :))
She started with a hands on exercise of drawing our own vulva and having us answer a few personal questions about it...
She then expanded our talk to make us feel at ease with our sexual personalities and encouraged us to explore new fantaisies...
One of the participants candidly shared her private sexual experience
and concern, allowing all of us to offer our feedback. Another one
shared her experience about progressively giving herself permission to
please herself in her early 20’s thanks to her encouraging husband. Her
testimony about the latin culture was also very helpful expecially in
our community where a majority of residents are latinos and all of us
are educators.... and the sexual policy of Nevada is “abstinence” so no
“protection” is ever discussed! I can’t wait to get Clitoraid to stand up
against this wreckless policy!
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Chicago
I am feeling so much pleasure writing to you about our Clitoris Awareness Week (CAW) activity in downtown Chicago.
Our event took place on Sunday, May 12th along the famous Michigan Mile. Michigan Avenue is one of the most popular venues
in the Chicago Loop with its crowded streets, fine shops, and tourist destinations. I was so pleased to be the “Vulva girl” along
with Marc and Larry serving as my escorts. The two of them carried their Clitoris Awareness Posters high above the crowds of
people. Those guys were so friendly and gentle as they talked with the people while taking on the very tough task of carrying their
posters for hours in the cool 50 degree Fahrenheit temperature of a Chicago spring. But we enjoyed the moment and we had the
hottest of times. We enjoyed watching the reactions of the people as they confronted our displays. Some laughed. Some looked
surprised to see us there. Some agreed with our efforts. Others did not understand. Together as a team, we shared a passion and
pleasure to talk to the people about the Clitoris, about Clitoraid and about our worldwide efforts to help victims of Female genital mutilation. It was heartwarming to find out that so many people are interested in supporting our activity. Lots of people took
pictures of us with our displays. Many said that they would put the pictures they took of us on their Facebook pages. We thanked
them for doing this and for helping us spread our message. I had the feeling that people are waking up and understanding the
Clitoris Awareness Week Activity.
Big Kisses, Sonoko Tagami

In Miami, Florida
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In Cartagena, Colombia
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A Spiritual Garden
par Kimbangu Mundele

This man is a spiritual garden.
An indescribable privilege and an essential energy.
Through His religiosity, He infuses us with His softness
A perfect instant connecting us to our Fathers.
A light so lively so alive
With the incomparable reflections of such a deep love.
To admire Him is to be in synchrony with our Creators
But also with ourselves as we benevolently gaze upon ourselves
A prayer to forget the misery of the present
A contact to forgive those who trespass against us
A moment to hold nothing but the riches of what is possible
And to feel deeply honored to exist at the same time as Him.
To give makes one happier
To pray is, before anything else, a gift of oneself to oneself
The Maitreya on His own is the most beautiful of prayers.
The one that gives the infinite wish of welcoming those who come from the sky.
KM
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